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The vision of the institution is to be a leading technical 

institution in the country for nurturing young and aspiring 

talents with emphasis on academic excellence, innovative 

research and development programs in different technical 

disciplines fulfilling the needs of the industries, society and 

nation at large. 

 

 

                                                        
                                                  

 

 

 

The Mission of the institution is to 

Nurture learners to develop a spirit of self-employability and 

innovative research by imbibing professional and ethical values. 

Inculcate an attitude towards lifelong learning-by providing 

technical knowledge and required skills through modern 

techniques and tools. 

Strengthen the industry-institution collaboration in order to 

provide learners with opportunities to engage in real-world 

projects and promote safe, sustainable and environment 

friendly technology for the betterment of the society. 
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It’s a great pleasure to know that the institution’s e- magazine 

"Lekhanee" will be published for the first time. Art and culture along 

with technical knowledge and skill make the institution’s glory 

manifold. Young talents of the institution will get the opportunity to 

expose this hidden potential in words. I hope in future this e-

magazine will take a shape in print format.  

 

I wish all success for publishing the e-magazine “Lekhanee”. 

 

 

          Smt. Nilima Sahu 

                 Principal 

         Govt. Polytechnic, Balasore 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Govt. Polytechnic, Balasore is well known for its academic excellence 

and dedication towards the dissemination of knowledge in 

academics. This Institution is committed to develop an affinity towards 

the creativity and innovation amongst faculties and students. Hence 

an initiative is taken to bring out an e-magazine "LEKHANEE". 

 

I congratulate all of them whose articles have been placed here. Also, 

my sincere thanks to the Principal and the faculties for their timely 

guidance and cooperation. 
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 Importance of Healthy Breathing 

           Smt.Nilima Sahu  

                Principal                                                                  

  For every living creature in this world , the first act is “breathing in” after 

birth and  the last act is “ breathing out”. This is prominently observed in case of 

human beings. The time between first “ breathing in” and last “ breathing out” is known 

as life. Throughout the life, we breath continuously. We can’t hold our breath even 

for 3-4 minutes. So breath is most important activity in our lives which takes place 

voluntarily but we seldom pay attention to our breath. 

Breathing is important for two reasons. Oxygen is supplied to the body through 

breathing only, that’s why breathing is so vital… so important for our survival. The 

second function of breathing is above 90% of toxins are released from the body 

through breathing. We all know we inhale oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide which is 

a poisonous gas. 

Why is Oxygen so important for the human body..?  

Oxygen is the most vital source of nourishment for our body. It is essential for 

the functioning of the brain, nerves, glands, and internal organs. The lack of a proper 

supply of oxygen would lead to the degradation of all vital organs.   

The brain requires more oxygen than other organs. In absence of adequate 

oxygen supply- mental tiredness, negative thoughts, depression results which 

eventually leads to a decline in vision and hearing. Lack of oxygen is a major and proven 

cause of heart and brain stroke.   

Blood is the most vital fluid in the body. Hemoglobin in the blood is oxygen 

carrier. Purified blood stream is the main secrete of vitality and rejuvenation. The 

quickest and most effective way to purify the blood is to supply more and more oxygen 

through deep breathing. Most of the energy we require for day today activities come 

from breath- oxygen, not from food or sleep.  

Research shows we human beings use nearly 30% of our lungs capacity. If we can 

use maximum lungs capacity by correcting our breathing pattern then we may lead a 

more healthy and happy life. There is a strong connection between breathing pattern 

and different emotional states.   

Breath is the connect between outer world activity and inner world silence. 

Breath is the string, Body is the roller and mind is the kite. As we control the kite 

with the string, mind can be handled in a better way by controlling our breath. 
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  Slow and deep breath has immense benefits over our system. These are as 

follows: 

 Improvement in the quality of blood due to increased oxygenation in the  

lungs which leads to removal of toxins from the system. 

 Digestive organs receive more oxygen and hence operates more efficiently. 

 Improved oxygenation nourishes the nervous system. 

 Rejuvenation of skin takes place with more supply of oxygen. 

 All vital organs function more efficiently when there is more supply of  

oxygen through deep breathing. 

 Oxygenation of the brain normalizes and improves the brain function which 

        results reduction in stress/anxiety level. 

 Weight can be controlled through deep breathing. 

 

There are many yogic powerful breathing techniques such as pranayams, 

Sudarsan kriya etc. which provide healthy body, calm and peaceful mind as well as 

blissful self or spirit when one practices these techniques regularly. 

Pranayam is the combination of two words:- Prana and Ayama “ Prana” is the 

subtle life force energy and “ Ayama” is giving direction. Hence giving direction to the 

subtle life force energy in the body is known as “ Pranayama”. Few pranayamas are 

mentioned below which will be beneficial to the students at the time of examination 

and job interviews or in daily activities also.  

i) Nadisodhan pranayama:-By doing nadisodhan pranayama, oxygen gets 

supplied to all nadis (nerves) of the Body. There are 72000 energy channels or nadis 

in the body. 

 

 
ii) Bhastrika pranayama:- This pranayama gives instant energy. During 

examination / job interview, students get exhausted. By doing Bhastrika pranayama, 

each and every cell of the body gets energized within very little time. During winter 
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 season, very often nasal passage gets blocked,by doing Bhastrika pranayama, it gets 

cleared. 

 
iii) Bhramari pranayama:- Bhramari pranayama calms down the nervous system. 

It is very beneficial for headache and vertigo. 

 
iv) Sitali pranayama:- It keeps the body temp in control. Gives soothing and 

cooling effect to the body during summer. 

 

India is the land of Yogis and Rishis. It is the mother of spiritualism. Many 

enlightened masters were there in the past and are also there in the present with 

whose guidance the common people get the knowledge and skill to live a happy and 

joyful life by using breath as the most amazing tool. 

On regular practice of these pranayamas and other breathing techniques one can 

establish a strong balance between outer activity and inner silence. But the pranayams 

and other breathing techniques should be practised with guidance of a certified 

trainer. These need to learned first and the practised in presence of a trainer in 

order to get maximum benefit out of such practice. 
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TECHNOLOGY IS OUR PART OF LIFE 

    ABDUL ROSEN KHAN 

ELECTRICAL ENGG. (6th Semester) 

 

No one can escape the absolute necessity of technology in our daily lives. 

Each of us is so heavily dependent on technology that we cannot do 

anything easily without it. 

Technology is important because it is used in all areas of life. When you 

contemplate your daily routine and count all the technology gadgets you 

consume in just one day, you will realize how important technology is when 

you use mobile, watch TV, drive a car, and use a computer or any electrical 

machine. 

In fact, day after day is increasing depending on technology whether 

during communication or transportation or search for any information or 

even entertainment. Humans have also reached the moon with the 

revolution in space technology. Technology can not only help with the 

present but also bring the future closer. Hence, technology is undeniably 

important in our lives. 
Technology 
Technology is defined as a comprehensive process based on the 

application of science and knowledge in many areas of life in an orderly 

and thoughtful manner in order to achieve the important and valuable 

purposes for individuals and communities. 
How Has Technology Changed Our Lives 
The advent of modern technology brought about great changes in our 

modern life. Before technology, man did not know many modern means in 

his life but hope on simple primitive tools in everything. 

Evidence of history tells us how Neanderthals used stones to light fires 

to cook food. Wood was used to make spears, which were used to hunt 

animals and other primitive methods. 

Then, over the years, we have reached the Peak of technological progress 

today, until these ques slowly developed. Where technology knocked on 

the doors of people and broke into their homes without permission. So 

what are the most significant changes that technology has brought to our 

modern lives. 
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How Important Technology is in Our Daily Lives 
There is no doubt that we are experiencing a Forced development in 

technology. This technology has had a negative or positive impact on our 

life. As a result, it has influenced the way we live and we rely heavily on 

it. Humans continue to evolve continuously. 

Technology will not stop at a single threshold, but we still hear daily 

discoveries and inventions by scientists. Technology has spread all over 

the world and people use it all the time. 

It is no longer limited to work and in developed societies, but any person, 

regardless of his or her cultural or social level, or whatever his age, can 

use a cell phone, for example, to take pictures, send and receive them. 

Technology helps us to keep in touch with people who are away from us. 

We use Cars have also become better with the use of technology. 

Technology can not be appropriate in some tasks and has negative 

influences. Everyone determines and decides how to use this technology 

in a negative or positive way. The same technology can be used by two 

people in a different way. 

Importance of Technology in Communication 
With the advancement of technology in communication, which includes 

telephones, fax machines, cellular phones, the Internet, multimedia, and 

email, communication has become much faster and easier. It has 

transformed and influenced relationships in many ways. We no longer need 

to reply on sending physical letters and waiting for several days for a 

response. Technology has made communication so simple that you can 

connect with anyone from anywhere by calling. them via mobile phone or 

messaging them using different messaging apps that are easy to 

download. 

Innovation in communication technology has had an immense influence on 

social life. Human socialising has become easier by using social networking 

sites, dating, and even matrimonial services available on mobile 

applications and websites. 

Today, the Internet is used for shopping, paying utility bills, credit card 

bills, admission fees, e-commerce, and online banking. In the world of 

marketing, many companies are marketing and selling their products and 

creating brands over the internet.. 
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Importance of Technology in Education 
Technology is making the education industry improve over time. With 

technology, students and parents have a variety of learning tools at their 

fingertips. Teachers can coordinate with classrooms across the world and 

share their ideas and resources online. Students can get immediate 

access of good information on the Internet. Teachers and students can 

access plenty of resources available on the web and utilise them for their 

project work, research, etc. Online learning has changed our perception 

of education. 

The COVID-19 pandemic brought a paradigm shift using technology where 

school-going kids continued their studies from home and schools 

facilitated imparting education by their teachers online from home. 

Students have learned and used 21st-century skills and tools, like virtual 

classrooms, AR (Augmented Reality), robots, etc. All these have increased 

communication and collaboration significantly. 
Importance of Technology in the Healthcare Industry: 
Technological advancements in the healthcare industry have not only 

improved our personal. quality of life and longevity, they have also 

improved the lives of many medical professionals and students who are 

training to become medical experts. It has allowed much faster access to 

the medical records of each patient. 

The Internet has drastically transformed patients and doctors' 

relationships. Everyone can stay. up to date on the latest medical 

discoveries, share treatment information, and offer one another support 

when dealing with medical issues. Modern technology has allowed us to 

contact doctors from the comfort of our homes. There are many sites 

and apps through which we can contact doctors and get medical help. 

Breakthrough innovations in surgery, artificial organs, brain implants, and 

network sensors are examples of transformative developments in the 

healthcare industry. different tools and applications to perform their 

administrative tasks, using digital marketing to promote their services. 

Importance of Technology in Domestic Work 
Electric power provides light people homes and roads; it is used to power 

electrical tools, factories, etc. There are many modern tools that made it 

easier for people, such as a vacuum cleaner, which was replaced by old 
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 tools used to do so, as well as the electric heating device for various foods 

called (microwave), and the ordinary oven. 

The electricity has made it easier for the housewife to prepare food 

easily and quickly and many other modern tools that are truly a blessing 

from God to modern man. 

Importance of Technology in Agriculture: 
Today, farmers work very differently than they would have decades ago. 

Data analytics and robotics have built a productive food system. Digital 

innovations are being used for plant breeding and harvesting equipment 

Software and mobile devices are helping farmers harvest better. With 

various data and information available to farmers, they can make better-

informed decisions, for example, tracking the amount of carbon stored in 

soil and helping with climate change. 

Importance of Technology in Business 
At present, manufacturing industries are using all the latest technologies, 

ranging from big data analysis to artificial intelligence. Big data, ARVR 

(Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality), and IoT (Internet of Things) are 

the biggest manufacturing industry players. Automation has increased 

the level of productivity in various fields. It has reduced labour costs, 

increased efficiency, and reduced the cost of production. 

For example, 3D printing is used to design and develop prototypes in the 

automobile industry. Repetitive work is being done easily with the help of 

robots without any waste of time. This has also reduced the cost of the 

products. 

Disadvantages of Technology: 
Computers and smartphones have led to an increase in social isolation. 

Young children are spending more time surfing the internet, playing 

games, and ignoring their real lives. Usage of technology is also resulting 

in job losses and distracting students from learning Technology. has been 

a reason for the production of weapons of destruction. Dependency on 

technology also increasing privacy concerns and cyber crimes, giving way 

to hackers. 

 

“The real danger is not that computers will begin to think like man, 

but that man will begin to think like computers.” 
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 COMEDY IN SCIENCE  

Madhusmita Maharna 

Electrical Engineering  

                         3rd Year 

If science students are making films, the names would be like this. 

 …Tera acid mera base٭٭٭

 …Rang de Benzene٭٭٭

 …Hamara beaker apke pas hai٭٭٭

 …Life in a Hetero٭٭٭

 …Laga apron me daag٭٭٭

 …test tubes 3٭٭٭

 …Ajab Estimation ka gajab result٭٭٭

 …Munna bhai HCL٭٭٭

 …My name is ester٭٭٭

 …Mr. Ketone٭٭٭

  …Jab we experiment٭٭٭ 

 

-:DIALOGUE BAZI IN CHEMISTRY:- 

 ! My name is Bond……. covalent Bond٭

  ! Rishtey mein to hum tumhare  allotrope lagte hain , naam hai ……….Diamond٭

 ,D-block se darr nehi lagta sahab٭

  F-block se lagta hai !  

 ! Ek baar jo maine bond toda  to main Activation energy ki bhi nehi sunta٭

 ! Resonance ko negleet karna muskil hi nehi namumkin hai٭

 ! Yeh electron mujhe dede, carbon٭

 ! Ek neutron ki keemat tum kya jano , Hydrogen babu٭

 ..……And٭

And…….. 

And…….. 

Thermodynamics abhi baaki hai , mere dost !  
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STUDENTS AND MORALITY 

Mrs. Gayatri Lenka 

Lecturer (English) 
 

 

It is said that “Future of India is made in her class rooms”. Students are the 

coming future of our Nation. Our progress and story of success is based on our 

students. But who are the students and what should be their roles in Nation building?  

We are living in a global world, much more civilized with western clothes and cultures 

but at the same time we are getting degraded day by day morally. Our moral values 

are being drastically deteriorated and we are the silent spectators. We are blindly 

following the West. We are extremely worried for our future whereas we forget our 

glorious past. Gratitude, honesty, sharing, respect, cooperation and compassion are 

some of the most important values that the student should have. Sharing moral 

experiences, communicating and acknowledging good behaviour may help inculcate 

moral values in students. 

Well gone the days when students were disciplined for any wrong doings. Now the 

situation is getting worst day by day. The digital life style has seriously affected 

almost all aspects of our life. From cradle to grave any one is hardly serious about 

morality. Students are like sponges. They absorb everything what they see and hear. 

Unfortunately, from K.G to P.G nowhere we see the moral guidance for the learners. 

We wish them to grow up to be productive members of society without moral teaching 

which is absolutely fruitless. As a result, every day newspapers are captured and 

covered with thousands of crimes against humanity, against Nature and against 

everything. Moral values build students’ characters and gradually become foundation 

of their moral beliefs. It brings self confidence in them and helps to shape their 

perceptions of the World. Morality is a gift from the Almighty to man that should be 

used properly to stand still and achieve success in all our ways to come. 
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 Hypocrisy-A Social Necessity 

Mrs. Nirupama Panda 

Senior Lecturer (Physics) 

 

Hypocrisy is the practice of engaging in the same behavior or activity for which one 

criticizes another or the practice of claiming to have moral standards or beliefs to 

which one's own behavior does not conform. Some kinds of hypocritical deception 

include claims to knowledge that one lacks, claims to a consistency that one cannot 

sustain, claims to a loyalty that one does not possess, claims to an identity that one 

does not hold. Political hypocrisy is the conscious use of a mask to fool the public and 

gain political benefit. 

Hypocrisy is there from the beginning of human history. Hypocrisy became a major 

topic in English political history in the early 18th century. In the political 

controversies using sermons, speeches, and pamphlet wars, both the parties attack 

their opponents as insincere and hypocritical, as well as dangerously zealous, in 

contrast to their own moderation. 

Humans take a position, look for evidence that supports it, then, if they find some 

evidence – enough so that the position "makes sense" – they stop thinking altogether 

and when pressed to produce real evidence, they tend to seek and interpret 

"evidence" that confirms what they already believe which we call the confirmation 

bias.  

Moreover, humans tend to think highly of themselves, highlighting strengths and 

achievements, and overlooking weakness and failures. When asked to rate someone on 

virtues, skills, or other desirable traits he or she says that he/she is above average. 

Power and privilege magnify the distortion 

However hypocrisy is unavoidable and necessary. If people were required, at all times, 

to live up to ideals of honesty, loyalty and compassion in order for those ideals to 

exist, there would be no ideals. Being a moral person is a struggle in which everyone 

repeatedly fails, becoming a hypocrite in each of those moments. A just and peaceful 

society depends on hypocrites who ultimately refused to abandon the ideals they 

betray. 
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Fast changing society 

 

Mrs. Gayatri Parida                                                                                    

Lecturer in Chemistry 

 
The constant evolution in technology is 

one thing we cannot predict. We are no 

longer obligated to mail letters or set 

aside time to see someone just to 

converse. We can now interact with 

everyone on the planet in seconds 

thanks to technological advancements. 

In 1983, mobile phones revolutionized 

the world by connecting individuals all 

over the world. Every individual have 

their right to express their own views, 

ideas, and viewpoints. Today, we realize 

that our world appears to provide 

everything for people, yet it is still 

limited. This is a phenomenon that 

marks the beginning of a new 

generation and will continue to happen 

as long as people cherish the ability to 

write and speak. We live in a changing 

world. It’s best to embrace change 

instead of completely ignoring it.  

 

 
                                                                                                 

 

 

 

   
 

 

Nothing has ever been the same since. People 

from a century ago could never have imagined 

the world we live in today. Over the last one 

hundred years we have seen extraordinary 

changes in technology. We had been on the 

foul smelling four leg carts and now at the 

foul smelling gas consuming four wheels .We 

wished to fly everywhere like birds, and now 

we are visiting planets and remote locations. 

We dreamed to go “Around the world in 

Eighty Days” and now we communicate across 

the world in seconds. The culture of the 

people changes accordingly with the 

devolvement in science and technology. From 

the literature to living styles, everything 

changes  with the passage of time. On all 

sides of the spectrum, our world is changing. 

There are some negative consequences to all 

of this progress. The most prominent 

effects of these changes are pollution and 

global warming. Changes in living standards 

should benefit humanity and make the earth 
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 Technology and Health Risks 

Er. Prakash Chandra Das  

  (Faculty in E & TC) 

 

Mobile phones, computers, and so much more, technology is now a part of our 

life. 

Whatsapp, games, and a slew of more applications are available. 

We're all reliant on our phones and tablets these days. 

The internet provides us with all possible meanings. 

We always forget when using a dictionary. 

On Whatsapp and Facebook, we communicate. 

However, we never meet or look at each other in real life. 

We check taxis and trains on the phone. 

We used to walk on the streets and lanes when we were younger. 

To entertain ourselves, we use new apps and games. 

We don't have time to stay because of our family. 

People are suffering from sleep deprivation as a result of phone radiation. 

Similarly, birds are fleeing for their lives. 

Our ecological health is being harmed by too much technology. 

Spending time with our family is the finest option. 

Remove all cell phones from the room. 

If you can, use your cellphones. 

You'll be a healthy, wealthy, and intelligent guy after that. 
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 NOT ME, NOT YOU 

Ujjayini Mohapatra 

4th Semester,Civil Engg. 

True loves stories never have ending….. we all know, in love we can’t fall a sleep 

because reality is finally batter then dreams. When to souls are meant connect 

to circumstances is irrelevant. and the suddenly become a magnate and two 

magnate could attract anywhere or anytime but  Sometimes it takes to dare 

make a begin, which are made without any hesitation Some connections it just 

like HAPPENS ……. 

Yes, I am Mihir, A worthless house-husband. Weird, isn’t it ?? Because, I am 

a wordsmith. Not so famous, as my wife, “Bindu” wants. So she started her 

own work as a teacher in a private sector. Our day starts with love. Our love 

is our fight and I accept it. Don’t know, what Bindu expect from me ! – may be 

a child, a dreamy house and all……… 

There is one in my life who is like sand. He always slips out of fist and he is 

my best friend, “Viraj” .Yes, he is a real life doctor. He is also married but I 

don’t know what the problem of all women. Always they do expect more. Instead 

Viraj stays busy, also he loves her wife very much. Still “Shree”  feels like 

nothing. Shree is a very pretty and beautiful wife of Viraj, but just a lack of 

smile make her face like confused . They also have no child, is the only common 

sorrow of our two families.  

3rd February the anniversary of Viraj & Shree. We also invited by Shree. She 

arranged a amazing party which is bounded between us. There was no one to 

ruin our enjoyment. In the middle of our conversation . There was only one 

missing, And she prepared our dinner. After sometime I took a break from my 

buddies, because I used to smoke. I went to house balcony and saw that Shree 

making so many delicious dinner with a lack of happiness. I couldn’t stay without 

asking her reason and she suddenly answered back to me with a smile, that “no 

..no their’s no such things, I am so happy . I was waiting for this day. Be it 

or not, atleast he is with me now . ” I could understand every word through 

her eyes, Which Viraj Could never understand. She deserve more love, care, 

and time , she is living in a golden cage. He was bored with her life. After our 

conversation I came out with her for join the dinner. After the party is over, 

It was time for us to leave and I saw something in Shree’s eyes. Suddenly Bindu 

invited Shree to our shelter for coming and reading my unfinished book. Because 

Shree’s hobbies was reading book. After all we leave their place. But I can’t 

forget her eyes. Which needs so many words to explain. 
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There is a beach near to my house, is my favourite place. At midnight I came 

out my place with a piece of cigarette and I started remembering her again and 

again. But don’t know what she most be thinking about me.  

 A few days have passed, 

I think Shree may be wants to take a break from her life now. May be she was 

remembering my books, not mine. After a long time she came to our house and 

in 1st meet , she asked about my books. She showed me a card which fell from 

my pocket in that anniversary party . Bindu was not at home. So I had to do 

her works. Means , showed our home and treat to her. I took her to my room 

which  filled with books. I showed her all my place. She was very happy. I 

tried to give her a small shower in deseart . After some time a beautiful smile 

made her face more desirable. My heart was filled to see her with smile. She 

felt my place like heaven. Within no time she took my place as her own . I 

don’t know, why I didn’t have any problem. Rather I was seeing my happiness, 

in her happiness but Shree left before Bindu arrived and she scared if Viraj 

knows this, he will be fire. Still Shree go home and wanted to share it with 

Viraj but Viraj didn’t have time. She used to keep quiet even without wanting . 

I had the same situation. Where does Bindu get time from her works and 

quarrels ? 

Shree started to came my favourite place every day because she was intoxicated 

with my place. I was very upset since so many years. I was not getting what I 

wanted from my wife , Bindu. Even she was blaming me for not having a child 

and finally after long time I feel like a blooming flower at morning and the 

reason for all this, is Shree. Within some days two soul became a beautiful 

habit for each other. We started to met secretly. in  this connection  I started 

complete my unfinished book . She started sharing me even the smallest things. 

Shree became a part of my life after my books . After my  another book 

published I achieved my success because of her but Bindu  was taking all credit 

for it . Shree was so good, she didn’t feel jealous. Viraj was also very happy 

to hear my news. Viraj happily arranged a party for me in my house. I also 

waiting for Shree. Whatever was between us. I want to fell her special. I kept 

a surprise for her. But the party started and ended . My eyes find her 

everywhere but she didn’t came. Still I was waiting . I came out to my favourite  

Place with a drink. Atlast at midnight she came infront of me, when I was not 

in consciousness. I was full of drunk and my eyes were faded or I was fainted. 

I was not in position to say anything and he went back to her home.  
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 Next day morning I felt very guilty. So many anxiety covered my heart. My 

foot was not stable. I went to her without any thinking. Viraj was not at home 

at that time. I got emotional. I felt sorry infront of her. she was speechless 

and hugged me. In the source of youthness  we both got carried away . When 

did it happen ! we couldn’t know at that time anything . The source of love 

running in our body. Everything was happening with unplanned . We are both 

lost in us. Coincidently with no information Viraj arrived and whatever he saw, 

his mind couldn’t digest. His heart couldn’t accept that situation. Viraj got mad 

seeing me with Shree. He didn’t understand what to do. He was badly broken 

inside. He was going backword to balcony. We ain’t got time to explain 

everything. Suddenly Viraj felldown from balcony, he was lost control on 

himself. It also calling a suicide. Shree pushed back to me and went down with 

crying. Shree started blamed me for all this accident. I scared and leave that 

place. 

Next day morning Bindu wanted to meet Shree ,but Shree left her house last 

night. 

After 25year I was leaving as long as I could with Bindu , we still remember 

them, Specially I . Because what I knew, everyone didn’t know. We tried hard 

to find Shree .  sadly we couldn’t get a single news about her. 

One day  Bindu was sitting beside me and reding my such books which already 

published out, a young beautiful girl came to our home, and showed me a card. 

That card was some what familiar. I tried to recognized the card and that girl 

started sharing so many things infront of me & Bindu . When we still tried to 

know her. The girl was unhappy and she said “my maa gave me this card.” and 

said “when you felt lost, you may go here”. and  finally I found this address 

and now I am here. But she is no more and I miss her so much”.  

Then I asked to that beautiful girl—” who is your mother ?? seems to she know 

me very closely.” The girl replied – “Shree is my mother.” I exclaimed. My 

heart was stopped. I knew, what was happening inside me. Bindu hugged her 

after listening her word and starting explaining about her father Viraj . I leaved 

that placed without asking that girls name.  

Whenever I miss her, I go away my favourite place with a cigarette. She is 

still  alive  in my thought and in this beach also. Even though we are not 

together still we are both leave in my soul. Whatever is in my life today, is for 

her. I also miss her everyday.  The girl who is in my home is our. Even not me 

& not you.  
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Khitish Pradhan 

Cultural Secretary Princee Nayak 

Cultural Joint Secretary 

Sashi Kanta Behera 

Athletic Secretary 

Rajalakshmi Das 

Joint Athletic Secretary 
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SONG 

 

First Second Third 
Subhranshu Pati 

3rd  Year Civil 
Aurojyoti Patra 

1st  Year Civil 
Bibhuti Sekhar Das 

1st  Year Electrical 

    

Debate(Odia) 

First Second Third 

Purnima Bindhani 

2nd  Year Civil 
Bhabanishankar Pradhan 

2nd  Year Mechanical 
Indrajit Putty 

1st  Year Electrical 

    

 

 

Debate(ENGLISH) 

First Second Third 

Pramod Biswal 

1st  Year Mechanical 
Soumyaranjan Samal 

3rd  Year Civil 
Dibyaprakash Biswal 

2nd  Year Mechanical 

Essay(Odia) 

First Second Third 
Sagar Das 

2nd  Year Electrical 
Himadrihimaprava Jena 

1st  Year Electrical 
Subhashree Rana 

2nd Year Electrical 
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Essay(English) 

First Second Third 
Barada Das 

3rd  Year Electrical 
Soumyaranjan Samal 

3rd  Year Civil 
Sameer Mohapatra 

1st  Year Civil 

 

QUIZ 

First Second Third 
Biswaranajan Dandpat 

3rd  Year Mechanical 
Mrutyunjay Das 

2nd  Year E&TC 
Goutam Sing 

3rd  Year Mechanical 

 

DANCE 

First Second Third 
Akankhya Behera 

1st  Year Civil 
Priyanka Priyadarshani 

1st  Year Electrical 
Barsha Maharana 

2nd  Year Civil 

Sriya Sucharita Mohanty 

1st  Year Electrical 

 

PAINTING 

First Second Third 
Rupak Kumar Barik 

1st  Year E&TC 
Om Prakash Chand 

2nd  Year E&TC 
Akankhya Behera 

1st  Year Civil 
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SPECIAL AWARD FOR ONLINE COMPETITION 

1 Essay (Odia) 1. Gopabandhu Nayak (Winner) 3rd Year Civil 

2 Essay (English) 1. Subhansi Biswal (Winner) 2nd Year Electrical 

3 Painting Goutam Sing (Winner) 3rd Year Mechanical 

 

 

ANNUAL SPORTS (2021-2022) 

1 CHESS 
SUSHIL KUMAR MALLIK ( WINNER ) 3rd Year ELECTRICAL 

NITYA GOPAL BARIK ( RUNNERS UP ) 2nd Year CIVIL 

2 

CARROM 

DOUBLES  

( BOYS ) 

TANMAYA DWIBEDI &  

TAMAYA PRUSTI ( WINNER) 
2nd Year ELECTRICAL 

SOUMYA RANJANMOHAPATRA & 

DEEPANKAR KAMILA ( RUNNERS UP ) 
1st Year ELECTRICAL 

3 

CARROM 

DOUBLES  

( GIRLS ) 

JONALI NAYAK & 

SONAM SUPRIYA ( WINNER )   

BHAKTIRANI PARIDA & 

PAPINA KHATUN ( RUNNERS UP )   

4 
FOOTBALL 

ELECTRICAL BRANCH ( WINNER )   

MECHANICAL ( RUNNERS UP )   

5 
VOLLEY 

ETC BRANCH ( WINNER )   

ELECTRICAL ( RUNNERS UP )   

6 CRICKET MECHANICAL BRANCH ( WINNER )   

 

 THANK YOU  

SPECIAL AWARD FOR BRANCH TOPPER-3RD YEAR ONLY 

1 Civil Soumya Ranjan Samal 3rd Year Civil 

2 Electrical Barada Das 3rd Year Electrical 

3 ETC Satya Swarup Giri 3rd Year ETC 

4 Mechanical Subrat Kumar Dey 3rd Year Mechanical 
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